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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Good morning & welcome to today’s webinar, discussing MHA’s new competitive grant program to enhance pediatric inpatient psychiatric services My name is Kelsey Ostergren – I am the Director of Health Policy here at the MHA and am leading this initiativeI am joined today by two of my colleagues, Kyle Smith & Lauren La-PEEN, who you will hear from a bit later. Today’s webinar will be recorded & slides will be made available to attendees following the session.*NEXT*



Welcome

• Q&A will be offered at the end of the session. Please 
put any questions you have in chat and they will be 
answered following the presentation.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Our goal for today is to provide an overview of the grant program & spend time answering any questions you might have  As we are talking, please feel free to use the chat box to ask any questions that come to mind and we will answer as many as we can at the end of the session.We will compile all of the questions that are raised today, into an FAQ document which we will disseminate when we send out the slides. We will also post it on the website where all of the other grant materials are housed, so you can find it there too!Alright – lets get started!



Background
• The MHA successfully advocated for $50 million to 

expand access to pediatric psychiatric services.

• Program objective: 
‒ “Competitive grant program for healthcare providers to 

increase the number of slots in long-term pediatric 
psychiatric inpatient hospitals, centers or psychiatric 
residential treatment facilities.”

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
For a bit of background… the MHA successfully advocated for, and was granted, $50M to expand access to psychiatric services for pediatric patients across the state. The program objective is listed at the bottom of the slide, and was taken verbatim from the Boilerplate languageThe money we received will be issued to healthcare providers through a competitive grant program, to increase capacity for pediatric, psychiatric patients, *NEXT********The program objective is listed below and came from Section 1997 of the boilerplate



Funding Source
• Program is funded through state General Fund dollars. 

• The MHA will be the fiduciary of the funds, issued to 
grantees as part of a competitive grant cycle. 

• Work Project 
‒ Funds will not lapse at the end of the fiscal year and will 

be available until projects are complete.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The $50 million dollars that MHA was awarded came from state General Fund Dollars, and will be used to issue a competitive grant cycle. Unlike the workforce funds which were distributed to ALL facilities across the state, this grant program requires facilities to apply in order to be considered for funding awards. So just to reiterate - only facilities who APPLY for the grant are eligible to receive money, and like with any grant program, it is entirely possible that we many not have enough money to fully fund all of the grant applications we receive MHA is acting as the fiduciary of these funds & will award them to healthcare entities across the state as equitably as possible, to be sure that we can meet the objectives of the program. This program has also been structured as a work project which means that the funds will not lapse at the end of the fiscal year, and are yours through the completion of your program. *NEXT*



Grant Timeline
• March 16 – RFP released to MHA membership. 
• April 11 – Grant webinar.
• May 5 & May 24 – Reminder emails about upcoming submission 

deadline.
• June 1, 11:59 p.m. – Applications due. 
• Mid-June – Award decisions made and facilities notified. 

• Program dates: Grant runs through Sept. 30, 2027

If funding is not exhausted following the June 1 submission deadline, the grant program will 
re-open on a quarterly submission basis until monies have been awarded (Sept. 1, Dec. 1, 

Mar. 1, June 1). 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In terms of a program timeline, I wanted to highlight some of the key dates for this program March 16 was when we sent out information about the grant & the request for proposal (RFP) to members We will plan to send two reminder emails in May about the upcoming submission deadline And applications are due June 1. We plan to make award decisions in mid-June, so keep an eye out for that. Selected applicants will receive an email from the MHA with additional information & next steps. The other note I want to make here is that this grant is not awarded on a “first come, first serve” basis, so submitting your application this week does not increase your chances of being awarded funds as all applicants will be scored following the June 1 submission deadline. So take your time completing your application --- just make sure you get it in by the deadline. Following the mid-June funding announcement decisions, programs can officially kick off! So once you receive notice that your grant application has been selected & you have signed your grant agreement with us, you can start the workAll programs must conclude on or before September 30, 2027. There is no requirement that you run right up to this deadline, but I wanted to provide it so you are aware that there is an end date associated with these funds. ---- Let’s talk a little bit more about what needs to be included in your application that is due June 1 ----*NEXT*



Grant Documents

TO BE INCLUDED IN FACILITY SUBMISSION

• Cover Page (1pg limit) 

• Appendix B - Project Proposal & Workplan Template 
(5pg limit)

• Appendix C - Project Budget

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Each application is required to submit 3 documents We provided templates for Appendix B & Appendix C, but not the cover pageThey all have page limits,  and for formatting, please use size 12 font, single spaced & 1 inch margins. For the cover page ---- We have not provided a template for the cover page, but we ask you to include your facility name, street address and two contact people --- A project contact & a project leadThe project contact is the main POC that MHA will connect with regarding all contract awards, funding decisions, programmatic activities, and any other program-related items. The project lead (which may or may not be different from the project contact) is the individual responsible for project oversight and day-to-day operations of the workplan. Appendix B --- this document has two parts: the project proposal & the workplan template & this is really the meat of the application. And this document has a 5 page limit for this document Project Proposal This is the written narrative portion There are four parts to the project proposal Summary/brief description of the work you would like funding for. Please make sure you are tying this back to the grant objective ---- increasing capacity for pediatric psychiatric servicesSecond section is organizational capacity --- in this section we want you to share why your organization is well positioned to accomplish the work you’ve outlined (whether that is staffing, resources, previous work demonstrating your ability to carry out this work, etc.) --- really anything you think demonstrates your organizations competency to do the work you are requesting funding for Third is Health Equity --- given that this is a focus area for the MHA, we are interested in understanding how each proposed application will incorporate equity into the program activities. And the last piece of the project proposal is expanding access. Beyond adding beds or capacity for treating pediatric patients, we are particularly interested in expanding services for pediatric patients with severe mental illness, developmental disabilities or comorbid autism/mental illness diagnoses. These are patient populations with an immense need for services, and we want to understand how each project plans to address or incorporate expanded mental health access for these individuals The second part of Appendix B is the Workplan Template In this section we are asking facilities to add SMART goals, related activities, how these goals will be monitored, who is responsible for ensuring completion & a targeted completion date In the Appendix B template we provided, there were only two SMART goal boxes, but if you want to add more, you are certainly welcome to do so. If you are not familiar with SMART goals, there are some examples of what they are and how to build them in the Request for Proposal documentWe are also asking for a high-level project timeline of the work you outlined in the project proposal. In this section you can outline different project phases, some of the core activities that will be completed during that phase as well as associated start & end dates And the last piece of this document is the project team composition. The Project contact & project lead should be the same people you listed on your cover letter Appendix C is the program budget, which Kyle will talk about in more detail. 



Grant Documents

FOR FACILITY INFORMATION ONLY

• Request for Proposal 
‒ An overview document provided to outline program 

details, recap the application process and share 
additional details about each of the appendices.

• Appendix A – Grant Scoring Criteria 
‒ Outlines the criteria the MHA will use to evaluate 

proposals and make grant awards.
‒ This document is not part of the hospital submission. 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
There were two other documents that were part of the RFP packet.These documents are for informational purposes and should NOT to be included as part of your submission. The first is the Request for Proposal – this is the high-level document we put together to outline the requirements of the grant proposal. It includes background of the grant, has details about how to submit an application, as well as all of the required application documents and associated criteria for each document. The other thing we thought would be helpful to provide is Appendix A which outlines the grant scoring criteria. This will allow each facility to see what criteria MHA is using to evaluate the applications we receive & award monies. I would encourage you to review this document to determine which elements we will be scoring, to be sure you can address each of them in your application. Now that we’ve covered the grant documents, I want to move on to the submission process*NEXT*



Submission & Review Process
Submission
• Documents are to be submitted to the MHA via online 

survey.
‒ No late submissions will be accepted!

• All documents should be submitted as a PDF. 
‒ Except budget – submit as an Excel file. 

Review
• All applications will be reviewed by a review committee.
• Appendix A will be used to score applications and 

determine awards.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We are asking that all completed applications be submitted via an online survey portal. Please note that we will not accept any emailed or hard copy applications, and we will also not allow late submissions. So PLEASE do not wait until the last minute to submit in the event you have trouble. Cover Page & Appendix B (project proposal/workplan) – should be submitted as a PDF Keep the budget in Excel Following the June 1 deadline, when we have all of the applications in hand, the MHA will begin scoring applications.This will be done by committee, comprised of 2 MHA staff and an external reviewerAs noted previously, all applications will be scored on the same criteria, which can be found in Appendix A.Top scoring applications will be awarded fundsA few things to note here: Geographic distribution to be taken into consideration (we will talk about this more in a minute)If application scores are tied, MHA reserves the right to make a determination on which applicants are awarded funds.During the review process, applications will be blinded to ensure unbiased evaluation And as I mentioned preciously, we hope to notify facilities whether their program has been awarded, by mid-June.

https://mhha.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_3KmA3tR0G9yvMRE


Defining “Pediatric” 

• For purposes of this grant application, the MHA is 
defining pediatric as up to age 25. 
‒ This definition is in alignment with the Michigan 

requirement to provide educational services for 
children/adolescents with disabilities to this age.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
I want to switch gears a little bit here, and talk through some of the commonly asked questions we’ve received over the past few weeks. The first is related to how “pediatric” is defined. We recognize that there are many different definitions of pediatric. So to be as broad as possible, allowing us to provide services to the widest range of individuals possible, this grant will define pediatric as up to age 25 in alignment with the Michigan educational requirement for children & adolescents with disabilities. 



Commonly Asked Questions 
1. When will awardees be notified?

‒ Mid-June

2. What does “long-term” mean (increase the number of 
beds available in long-term pediatric psychiatric 
inpatient hospitals…..)?
‒ Long-term could refer to either: 

o Beds created through the program are in place beyond grant 
funding expiration.

o Patient length of stay (30+ days). 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Another question we’ve gotten is when will awardees be notified if their grant application was successful. We will be reviewing applications following the June 1 deadline with the goal of notifying facilities by mid-June. As I alluded to on a previous slide, submitting an application earlier does not increase your chances of being awarded funding What does “long term” mean (….this was spelled out in the program objectives slide earlier in the presentation) There are a couple ways we can define this and either is acceptable The first is beds will be sustained for the “long term” ie beyond the duration of the grant program OR Beds will be used for “long term” patients, or those who are residing for 1 month or moreWe want to be as broad as possible here to allow organizations the most flexibility with designing programs that meet the intent of the funds, so either interpretation would be okay.*NEXT*



Commonly Asked Questions 
3.  Can this money only be used for pediatric psych 
beds?

‒ No, projects providing acute care services for 
pediatric psych patients is acceptable.

‒ Note: All facilities are eligible for funding; not just 
hospitals who currently have pediatric inpatient beds.

4.  What is the geographic distribution for the grant?
‒ Dependent on applications received.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Can the grant dollars only be used for pediatric psych beds? And the answer to that is no. The money can be used for any program that provides care to pediatric psych patients – whether that is specifically intended to add beds or not. The goal of these funds is to “increase capacity” so however you plan to accomplish that is acceptable. Just be sure that is clearly articulated in your proposal. One additional note... this funding is not restricted to facilities who currently have pediatric inpatient beds. So any facility who can meet the intent of this grant (expanding access to pediatric psych services) is eligible to apply I wanted to circle back to the comment about geographic distribution as we’ve gotten a few questions about how this will be defined, and this is a tough question to answer since we don’t have a good sense of what organizations will apply and what portion of the state will be represented. We did not pre-define that X million had to be awarded to the UP, X million to Grand Rapids, X Million to the thumb region, etc. The intent of us including this comment in the grant materials is to be transparent that our goal to award money in a way that is geographically equitable -- to make the largest impact we can on pediatric behavioral health services, state-wide. That said, depending on the applications we receive and the dollar amount being requested, it may turn out that we would award 2 grant applications in one part of the state and 1 application in a different part of the state – if the total dollar amounts awarded are equal. The goal is that the money is distributed equitably across different parts of the state – regardless of how many total projects it funds. With that, I am going to pass it over to Kyle who is going to talk more about budget & expenses 



Program Budget
• Funding is STATE-sourced. 

‒ Will not have a CFDA number.
‒ Not subject to Single Audit.

• Facilities cannot be awarded more than $25M.
• The more detailed budget, the better.

‒ Has both single-year and multi-year tabs.
• Reimbursements will occur after expenditure incurred.

‒ Not advanced based on budget templates.
‒ The MHA review committee will award allocated amount.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Reimbursement not based on budget. However you are locked into receiving your allocated amount based on MHA’s award decisions so no other hospital can “swoop in” 



Allowable/Ineligible Expenses 
• Period of Performance begins 3/1/23.

‒ Estimated end date of 9/30/27.
‒ Lookback cutoff every 9/30, State’s FYE.
‒ Unspent funds will rollover to following year.

• No R&D costs are allowed.
• No indirect costs are allowed.
• All submissions are reviewed by MHA Finance.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Very little truly ineligible as long as can be defended to be related to the mission of enhancing pediatric beds/providing acute care services for pediatric psych patientsMHA will allow and may even request written narratives to support submitted expenditures



Expense questions
• Expenses can be substantiated via PDF or Excel.

‒ Payroll journals, external invoices, GL reports.
• Reimbursement-based. No money issued until receipts 

for spending can be substantiated (quarterly).
‒ The MHA will reimburse facilities within 30-days of 

receiving funds from the MDHHS, after quarterly 
submissions.

• Hospitals must identify 20% matching funds .
‒ Substantiated via general ledger expense, invoices 

totaling beyond grant award amount, etc.



Subrecipient Grant Agreements 
• Grant agreements will detail amounts awarded and 

requirements.
• All recipients are attesting to submitting actual 

expenditures incurred.
• Any unsubstantiated funds will be returned at the end 

of the grant period.
• The MHA reserves the right to audit subrecipients if 

deemed necessary.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
And other legalese



Reporting Requirements
• Quarterly Deliverables 

‒ Submitted to the MHA via online survey platform.
‒ Including:

o Workplan template.
o Budget template.

 Including receipts for reimbursement.  

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
For applicants that are awarded funding, quarterly deliverables will be required, which we will discuss 1-on-1 with each program following grant awards. We will be asking for a budget & workplan at this quarterly cadence to monitor progress and ensure program goals are being achieved. The quarterly deliverable templates will be provided to facilities prior to the first quarterly deadlineSpeaking of deadlines… *NEXT*



Reporting Timeframe  

Activities Conducted Program Updates & Expense 
Forms Due 

July 1 – Sept. 30 October 21
Oct. 1 – Dec. 31 January 21
Jan. 1 – March 31 April 20 
April 1 – June 30 July 21

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This is the schedule our quarterly deliverable submission will follow. Again including workplan updates (detailing all programmatic activities completed during the last quarter and progress towards achieving goals) as well as an updated budget (including attaching receipts of expenses for reimbursement) Nothing you need to do now, but at least wanted to put this on your radar so you are aware that if you are awarded funds, there will be documentation requirements, with the first submission due at the end of October recapping Q3 activities.******NEXT, END*****Kyle Updated this. MHA needs to submit FSRs by the end of the month, so we want the information a little bit in advance of that.



Questions?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
With that, we’ve come to the end of our presentation and have time for questions. Lauren – are there any questions in the chat box you would like to raise?



Contact Us 

• Program Questions
‒ Kelsey Ostergren kostergren@mha.org
‒ Lauren LaPine llapine@mha.org

• Budget and Contract Questions
‒ Kyle Smith ksmith@mha.org

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
All of our contact information is listed here. Please do not hesitate to reach out to any one of us with additional questions, comments, clarification, etc. 

mailto:kostergren@mha.org
mailto:llapine@mha.org
mailto:ksmith@mha.org
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